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Abstract--In this paper we deal with the method of lines in the case of certain first order nonlinear partial 
differential equations as well as equations of the parabolic type. A new aspect, compared to earlier 
investigations, is that he system we consider may contain partial and ordinary differential equations alike 
and, in addition the r.h.s, of the equations may involve some nonlinear operators. The domain of 
definition of the solutions i bounded by time dependent functions. Our general results are demonstrated 
on a simple system which describes a biological model. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
It is a long-established method for the approximation of solutions of partial differential equations 
to substitute difference quotients for some of the derivatives in the considered partial differential 
equation and then to solve the generally obtained ordinary differential equations ystem in place 
of the original (see e.g. Refs [l, 2]). This procedure, mostly called "the method of (straight) lines", 
is very useful for the computer solution of partial differential equations [3, 4] and at the same time, 
it may help in setting up model equations for certain biological processes and estimating their 
parameters [5], as well as in the interpretation of their solutions [6]. 
There are two usual ways for the approximation of partial differential equations with ordinary 
ones which differ little from the theoretical, but more significantly from the practical point of view. 
In one case discretization is applied to the time variable, leaving space variables unchanged [2], 
in the other case space variables are discretized [1, 3, 4]. 
In this paper we deal with the latter method in case of certain first order nonlinear equations 
as well as equations of the parabolic type. A new aspect compared to earlier investigations i  that 
we consider systems that may contain partial and ordinary differential equations alike and in 
addition, the r.h.s, of the equations may involve some nonlinear operators. The domain of 
definition of the solutions are bounded by time dependent functions which, along with the 
r.h.s, of the considered equations, are assumed to obey conditions similar to those used in 
Ref. [7]. 
Now let us illustrate the problems of approximation by the method of lines on the following 
simple scalar hyperbolic equation: 
ut(t, s) = --us(t, s) +f[u(t,  s)], to ~< t ~< T, 0 ~< s ~< y(t). (1) 
Typical boundary conditions associated with equation (1) are of the form 
u specified at t = 0, for 0 ~< s ~ 7(0), 
uor  us specified a ts=0,  fo r0~<t~T.  
Thus, we have an initial-value problem in t and a boundary value problem in s. 
In the method of lines we take the lines 
in R 2 and for any solution u(t, s) of equation (1) let 
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Then assuming that the function and the solution u of equation (1) are sufficiently smooth, we have 
d("')(t)=u,[t,i~(-~tl)]+iY(-tl---~) u,[t,i'(-tl---~) ] 
and 
where 
- -  = y -~ [a° ' ° ( t ) - -  a tl ' i - ')(t)] + o[ht°] ,  l ~ + oo, 
1 
h <t) = ~ max ),(t), (l >i 1). 
to <<. t ~< T 
These formulae and equation (1) yield the following ordinary differential equation for aC~,°(t): 
ti("°(t)= ~(t) 1 - i  [a(l.i)(t)-a(','-')(t)l+f[a<J,o(t)]+o[h(O], l~+oo.  (2) 
Ignoring the terms o [h (°] and putting x <t' °(t) for the approximate value of solution u along the 
line {t, i[?(t)/l]}, we get the line equation 
2<t'°(t)= ~()) l - i  [x(l'°(t)-x(t'~-I)(t)]+f[x(t'°(t)], i= l , l .  (3) 
Along the 0th line (t, 0), x<~'°)(t) is defined by the boundary conditions on u 
x" , °>( t )  - -  a ' °>( t )  = u(t, 0), to <~ t ~ T, 
while initial conditions on u give the initial conditions 
x( t ' ° ( t0 )=u t0, i , i= l , l .  
In the simplest case 7 (t) = 7 = constant and the functions u (to, s) and u (t, 0) are given explicitly. 
Such a case is studied for example in Ref. [1] with the restriction that the equation is linear, or 
at least in u,. The technique of the proof used there, however, is not suitable for our purposes, 
because in our case may be the time-dependent r.h.s, of the considered equation is allowed to 
depend nonlinearly on u, and u(t, 0) may not be explicitly given. 
An example for the last possibility is provided by a mathematical model of thrombopoiesis [8], 
where the time-dependent age-distribution function u(t, a) (t = time, a = age) of the committed 
stem cell population is described by Von Foerster's partial differential equation 
ut(t,a)= --u.(t ,a)+ fl(t)u(t,a), to <<. t <~ T, O<.a <<. y (4) 
and the boundary condition 
1. 
Using equation (4) it can be verified that 
df0  I v u(t,s) ds =u( t ,O) -u ( t ,y )+f l ( t )  u(t,s)ds, 
do 
which implies by condition (5) the boundary condition 
Using the same arguments and notation as in deriving equation (3) this leads to the following 
equation for u(t, O) = a<t'°)(t): 
a<t'°)(t) = [a<"°)(t)- a<"')(t)+ fl(t)~'ftj=o IZ  I - - ,  + oo. 
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Eliminating the o[h(°], the corresponding approximating equation has the form 
[ .7 '~' xt~d)(t)] "rTL =o J ' - '  -I g(l,°'(t) = x(l,°'(t)- x(l,I)(t)+ fl(t); .~tl?j~x(l"3(t)|. 
j -O  J 
The proof of our convergence theorems is based on the two propositions proved in Section 2. 
The first one (Proposition 2.1) assures the convergence 
max ]a (/' °(t, u) - x (t' i)(t) I --' O, l ~ + oo, 
O<~i<~l 
uniformly on [to, T] essentially for the so called regular solutions u(t, s). The second statement 
(Proposition 2.2) naturally under further restrictions, extends convergence to the so called 
nonregular (generalized) solutions, as well. Both statements are given in a rather general form, 
independent of partial differential equations, so they are applicable, e.g., for the approximation of
functional differential equations [9], delay differential equations describing pipe-compartmental 
systems [10], as well as equations describing age-dependent population models [11]. 
The two mentioned propositions are applied to scalar equations in Section 3 and to systems in 
Section 4. The results of Section 4 are applied to a model of a biologic process: the mass transport 
between capillary beds and interstitial and intercellular fluid [6]. The point of interest in this model 
is that the time and space dependent concentration distribution of a compound is described by a 
partial differential equation while the change of interstitial and intercellular concentrations is 
described by ordinary differential equations, where the r.h.s, of the equation for interstitial fluid 
depends on the integral over space of the concentration i side the capillary. 
2. SOME NOTATIONS AND FUNDAMENTAL PROPOSITIONS 
Throughout the paper, R" denotes the space of real n-dimensional (column) vectors 
x = (x~,. . . ,  x,) T with a vector-norm I xl. For n = 1 we denote R ~ by R and let R+ = [0, oo). The 
space ofn by n matrices is denoted by R ~ × ~ the norm ofA ~ R ~ × ~ by I A I and I~ denotes the identity 
matrix in R ~×", and I I~1= 1. 
For any given integer k > 0 and domain D c R k, F(D, R ~) denotes the collection of functions 
on D with range in R ~ and C(D, R ~) = F(D, R ~) denotes the Banach space of bounded continuous 
functions on D, with the usual norm defined by 
tl. Ilo -- sup in(x)l, E(D,  
xeD 
C(I)(D, R") denotes the set of continuously differentiable functions in C(D, R~). 
A function f :  D ~ R ~ is said to satisfy the Charathedory condition if fit, x) is measurable in t 
for each fixed x, continuous in x for each fixed t and for any fixed (t, x)~ D, there is a 
neighbourhood N(t ,x )cD and a Lcbesque integrable function m such that If(s,y)[ ~m(s) ,  
(s, y) ~ N(t,  x). 
If f :  [to, T) x D~ --*R ~ satisfies the Charatheodory condition, Xo 6 Dj, we say a function x is a 
solution of the equation 
x(t) =f  It, x(t)], (A) 
through (to, x0) if there is a 6 > 0 such that x ~ C([t0, to + 6), R"), x(t0) = x0, and x is absolutely 
continuous on [to, to + 6) and it satisfies 
x(t) -- N + f[s, x0) ]  ds, to ~ t < to + ~, 
0 
that is x(t) satisfies equation (A) almost everywhere on [to, to + ~). 
Lemma 2. ! 
Suppose that 
(i) Gt:[to, T )x  RK~R ~, (i = 1,2), are gi.ven functions that satisfy the Chara- 
theodory condition; 
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there exists a matrix valued function A E C([t0, T] x R x x R K, R Kxx) for which 
I Gt(t, x) - G2(t, y) - a(t, x, y)(x - Y) I ~< m(t, x) lx - y l + c(t), 
if (t,x),(t,y)~[to, T )×R to, wherem:[ t0 ,  T )×Rx- - ,R+ (6) 
is a continuous function and c: [to, T)---, R+ is locally integrable; 
(iii) for any x, y ~ R ~, 
# [A (t, x, y)] ~< 2, t0~<t~<T, 
where it is a real number and #[A] denotes the logarithmic normi" of  A 
I I~ -hA I - 1 #[a]=lim 
h-~0 h 
Assume that x(t)  is a solution of  
(7) 
on [to, T). Then any solution y(t)  of 
(8) 
x(t) = Gl[t, x(t)] (9) 
y(t) = G~[t, y(t)], 00) 
exists on [to, T) and 
{ f t I x ( t ) -y ( t ) l~< exp[+~(t - to ) ] lX ( to ) -y ( to ) l+exp(+2t )  exp( -~)c (s )ds  ./to 
{;i m t xexp [s,x(s)]ds , (11) 
for any t e [to, T). 
Proof. From the assumptions of  the lemma it is well known that i fy  (t) is a solution of  equation 
(10) on the interval [to,/~) and it cannot be continued to the right of/~ then either ~ = T or fl < T 
and 
l imly(t) i  = +~.  
Therefore, to prove that y(t) exists on [to, T) it is sufficient o show that expression (11) is valid 
on [to, fl) where [to, ~) denotes the maximal interval of  existence of  y (t). 
Indeed, if expression (11) is valid on [to,/~) then 
lim iy(t) i  < 
t~8 
and thus fl = T, that is, expression (11) is valid for any t ~ [to, T). From equations (9) and (10), 
we have 
x(t)  - y(t) = A [t, x(t), y(t)] Ix(t) - y(t)] + G, [t, x(t)] - G2[t, y(t)] - A [t, x(t), y(t)] Ix(t) - y(t)], 
for any t ~ [to, ~). By the variation Of constants formula we obtain 
÷I,' x(t)  -- y(t)  = g(t)  U-'(to)[X(to) - y(to) U(t) U-'(s) {G,[s, x(s)] 
0 
- G~[s, y(s)] - A [s, x(s), y(s)] [x(s) - y(s)]} ds, 
where U(t)= U(x, y)(t)  is a fundamental solution of 
~r(t)  = A It, x ( t ) ,  y( t ) ]  U(t),  U(to) = I,, 
tDefinition and properties of logarithmic norm can be found for example in ReL [12]. 
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and expression (7) yields ] u(t, x, y) U-’ (s, x, y) 1 < exp[l (t - s)], to < s < t < T. But from expres- 
sion (6) we obtain 
Ix(t)-~(01 <exp[+W - ~o)lIx(~O)-~(~O)I + 
f 
‘exp[W -.r)lc(s)~ 
‘0 
+ 
s 
‘m[S,x(s)]exp[l(t-s)]]x(s)-y(s)]d.r, on ro<t </I. 
'0 
By a Gronwall type lemma, it follows that 
exp(-lt)Ix(t)-y(t)] < 
[ 
exp(-lt,)Ix(t,)-y(t,)I + 
s 
‘exp(-ils)c(s)dr 
'0 1 
(I 
I x exp m [.r, x(s)1 d.r 
I 
, 
*0 
that is, expression (11) is valid for t E [to, /I). However, our above remark implies /I = T and 
so the proof of Lemma 2.1 is completed. Using this lemma we can prove two fundamental 
propositions which are very useful for investigating our main problems. 
Proposition 2. I 
Let J, and iV, (I > I,,) positive integers and suppose that 
(H.l) VEF(D, RN!), (D c RK, K > I), ace: [to, T) x Y+RNl are given in such a way that for 
any w E V, the function a(O(t, w) is absolutely continuous on [to, T) and there exist functions 
c’O(w) E C([t,,, T), RN/) and H”): [to, T) x RN! x V -*R& such that H(‘) satisfies the Charatheodory 
condition and a(“‘(& w) is a solution of initial-value problem 
i”)(t) = HcO[t, x”)(t), w] + c’“(w)(t), t, < t < T, 
~(~(t,) = a(‘)(t,, w) > I > 1 . 0 09 
(H.2) there are two functions 
A(‘)E C([t, T) x RN/ x RN! 9 7 RN/ xNj ) and m:[fo,T) x RN/ x V+R+ 
such that 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
I H(‘) [t, xc’) , w) - H”‘[t, y(I), w) - A (‘)(t, x(I), y’o] [xc0 - y(‘)] I < m [t, xc’), w] Ix(‘) - y”) 1, 
for any [t, x(O, w], [t, y(I), w] E [to, T] x RN! x V, and 
m [t a(O(t w) w] G m, (t, w) 7 7, 3 
where m,(t, w) is continuous function on [to, T); 
(H.3) for any x(O, y(‘) E RN! , 
p {A”‘[t, xc’), ~‘~1) < I, co < t < T, 
where 1 is a given constant. 
Then 
(a) for any w E V, the solution x(‘)(w) of 
1 
P(t) = H(“[t, x(“(t), w] 3 
~(~(f,) = aco(to, w) 9 
exists on [to. T) and for any I > I,, 
Ia”‘(t,w)-xX([)(w)(t)1 Sexp(+At) 
f 
‘exp(-Is)]c(/)(w)(s)]ds.exp 
10 
[)-d.c w) W]; 
(b) if 
II @W II[to,Tpo9 l+m, T~[fo, T), 
then 
max la(O(t, w) - x(O(w) (t) I + 0, 
loCf<T 
I + + co, 
(1% 
(16) 
(17) 
(18) 
(19) 
C.A.M.W.A. 1m-e-o 
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and 
then 
(c) if 
L sup exp(+2t)  lexp(-2s)E(O(w)(s)lds--,O, to~t<T t --, ~ (20) 
ft rmt(s, w) ds < ~,  (21) o 
sup l a(°(t, w) -  x(°(w)(t)l ~0, I ~ + oo. (22) 
tomt iT  
Proof. Since statements (b) and (c) are trivial compared to statement (a), it is sufficient just to 
prove statement (a). 
For this we consider an arbitrary fixed w ~ V and 1 1> 1o, moreover we define G~ and G2 by 
and 
G,(t, x) = H(t, x, w) + E(0(w)(t) 
G2(t , x) = H(t, x, w), 
for any (t, x)~ [to, T) x RNt. 
Then a(0(t, w) and x(°(w) are solutions of equations (9) and (10), respectively. Furthermore, the 
conditions of I . ,mma 2.1 are satisfied by the definitions of Gi (i = 1, 2) and the conditions of the 
present proposition. 
Thus, by Lemma 2.1 we obtain 
I a(°(t, w) -- x(°(w)(t) I ~< I I a(°(to, w) -- x(°(w)(to) I exp[+R(t -- to)] 
6 
~[ ¢xp(--As)] E(°(w)(s)]#I t } +exp(+2t )  Ids exp m[s ,a (° (s ,w) ,w]ds ,  (23) 
._l t.J to 
on [to, T). But, from system (16) we have a(°(to, w) = x(°(w)(t0), therefore inequalities (14) and (23) 
imply the required inequality (17). 
The proof of the proposition is complete. 
Proposition 2.2 
Suppose that lo and Nt, (1 >t 1o), are positive integers and 
(H.4) 17 cF(D,  RS~), (D c R ~, K >I 1), its subset V c 17 and a(°: [to, T) x V~R s, 
are given so that condition (H.1) is satisfied and in addition to this, for any we I 7 there exists a 
function sequence {w, }~=j c V such that 
sup [ a(°(t0, w) -- a(°(t0, wk)[ ~ 0, k ~ + oo (24) 
t ;~ l  o 
and 
SU t;.]~ ,o,/~sup ri P(°a°)(t' w) - P(°a(°(t, wk)l ~0, k ~ + oo, (25) 
where p(o e R #, x ~, and 
IP(ol ~<m 2 (=constant), 1 I> 1o; (26) 
(H.5) there are functions A (° E C ([ to, T) x R Nt x R NI, R N~ X #, ), m ~ C ([ to, T], R + ) and 
~! : [to, T) x V x 17 --, R+ such that for any w ~ 17 and sequence {wk}F. 1 c V satisfying expressions 
(24) and (25) 
lira f r / ( t ,  wk, w) dt = 0 (27) 
k--+ +oo J ,o 
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I~‘~~~,~,~,~-~“~~,~,~~-~‘~~~,~,~)(~-y)l~m(t)I~-yl~(t,w,,w), (28) 
for any (2, x), (t, y) E [to, T) x RN!, (I 3 &), where H” is given in condition (H.l), and condition 
(H.3) holds for this A(‘). 
Then 
I aco((t, w) - xco(w)(t) I < exp(r2t) 
s 
t 
exp( -As) I @(w)(s) I ds exp [llm(s)ds], to < t 6 T, (29) 
'0 
where C(‘)(W) is defined in condition (H.l); 
(b) for any w c P and sequence {wk}pS 1 c V satisfying expressions (24) and (25), 
I x”‘W(~) - x’“h)(t) I G Ia(9(zo,w)-aa(9(fo,w,)I+ [ I Ttf(s,wk,w)ds 1 
x exi[~~mO) h], 
(c) if 
s 
T 
m(s)ds < cc 
‘0 
and 
sup c’(w)(t)1 +o, 1+ + 00 
toSr$T 
for any w E F’, then 
lim sup Ia'yt,W)- x'yt)l = 0, WE v 
I++m ro<r<T 
to < t < T, I2 lo; (30) 
(31) 
(32) 
(33) 
and 
lim sup I P”uqt, w) - Fsxqt) I = 0, w E v. (34) I-++m foG'<T 
Proof. Inequality (29) is an evident corollary of Proposition 2.1, and the proof of inequality (30) 
using Lemma 2.1 is similar to the proof of inequality (17) in Proposition 2.1. 
The only difference is that in the present case, we define G, and G2 by 
and 
G,(to, x) = H’“(t, x, w), (t, x) E [to, T) x RN, 
G2(t, x) = H(O(t, x, wk), (t, x) E [to, T) x RN/, 
for any fixed w, k and 1, and after this, using the conditions (H.4) and (H.5), Lemma 2.1 can be 
applied. 
Now, we prove statement (c) of this proposition. Let w E V. By expressions (29), (31) and (32) 
it is evident that equation (33) is valid. 
Now, let w E P and consider a sequence (We}?‘, c Y such that for this sequence (24) and (25) 
are satisfied. Define 
MO = ,otu2 T IPOaO(f, w) - P’“xto(w)(t) I. 
Then 
(35) 
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where 
and 
a~ ° = sup [P(°a(°(t, w)-  P(Oa(O(t, wk)l 
to~t<~ T
fl~0 = sup [e(OatO(t, Wk)-- P(t)x(O(Wk)(t)] 
tog, t~T  
?~o= sup [P(°x(°(wk)(t)-p(Ox(°(w)(t)l. 
tomt i t  
Since wk ~ V, equation (33) implies 
lim fl~o=O for any f ixedk>/1.  
j~+c¢ 
From expressions (24), (26) and (30) we obtain 
sup?~ ° ~< c, "sup sup Ix(O(wk)(t) - x(t)(w)(t)l ~ m o 
1>10 I>~l 0 to<~t<T 
F f l x L l~>to-supla(O(t°'w)-a(t°'wk)[ + °q(s,wk,w)dS exp mo m(s)ds -~0, L dto d 
On the other hand expression (25) shows that 
sup fl~--, 0, as k - ,  + ~.  
t>~ to 
Using these relations and expression (35), we have 
0 ~< lim sup M (° <<. sup a~, ° + lim sup #~,o + sup ?J,o = sup a~ ° + sup ?~,t)--+ 0,
1~ + oo l>~ I0 l~  + oo I>.10 1>1 I0 l>il 0 
Thus 
lim M (° = O, 
I~+oo 
which means that equation (34) is valid and the proof of the proposition is complete. 
if k--+ + ~.  
as k--+ + oo. 
Remark 2.1 
In the applications of Proposition 2.2, the matrix P(°E RN~ ×N~ used in condition (H.I) will be 
chosen only in one of the following two ways: either p(0 = ist( l > lo), or p(0 is the matrix of the 
orthogonal projection of R ~ on R"(l >I/0), where N~ > n. The first definition of p(0 is used in this 
paper to investigate partial differential equations and the second one will be used for functional 
differential equations in Ref. [9]. 
3. CONVERGENCE OF THE METHOD OF LINES FOR SOME 
NONLINEAR PARTIAL  D IFFERENTIAL  EQUATIONS 
First of all, we investigate the following scalar partial differential equation: 
u,(t, s) =f i t ,  s, u(t, s), us(t, s), uss(t, s)], (t, s) e F, (36) 
where f :F  x R3--,R is a given continuous scalar function and there are functions 
Yl, 7 ~ C([t0, T], R) such that ?(t) > 0, to <~ t ~< T and 
r = {(t, s):  to ~< t ~< T, ?,(t)  < s ~< ~,(t)  + ~,(t)). 
The function u is said to be a solution of equation (36) on F if u is continuous on the closure r
of F and possesses continuous partial derivatives u,, u s and u~ on F, moreover, u satisfies equation 
(36) for (t, s) ~ F. The set of the solutions is denoted by V. 
We suppose that V is not empty and in our investigations in this and the subsequent sections 
we will use the maximum vector norm 
Ixl = max Ix, I, for any xffi(xt . . . . .  Xx)TER r. 
' ~ l~K 
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Let u ~ V. Then we have the approximate qualities 
1 {u[t,s~O(t)] - u[t,s~O (t)]}, us[t, s~t)(t)] ~ ~ l 
(1 )  2 t '  /+1 -- i--I( )]} uss[t,s~t)(t)]~, ~-~ {uft s cO (/)] 2u[t,s~O(t)]+u[t,s ~0 t 
i= l , l - l ,  where l1> 2 and 
s~t)(t) = ~l(t) + i ~(-~tl), i = 1, 1 - 1. 
Let us define a~°(t, u) = [a~°(t, u) . . . . .  alt)(t, u)] x by 
a~°(t, u) = u[t, s~O(t)], i = O, 1, (37) 
then 
d 
d~o(t, u) = dt u (t, 7,(t)], (380) 
d~°(t, u) = ut[t, s~°(t)] + us[t, s~°(t )]~°(t ) 
=~°(t)us[t,s~°(t)]+f{t,s~°(t),us[t,s~°(t)],usdt, sl')(t)]}, to<~t ~< T, i = 1,1--  1 (38~) 
and 
d 
til°(t, u) = ~-~ a [t, ~1 (t) + y (t)], to ~< t ~< T, (38t) 
where we supposed that ~ and ? are differentiable functions. 
Using the approximating values of  us and uss along the lines {t, ~1 (t) + i [~ (t)/l]} in F we obtain 
the following ordinary differential system: 
a<°(t, u) = l-Ut)[t, a~°(t, u), u] + E~°(u)(t), to ~< t ~< T, (39) 
where 
and 
H ~0= [H[ 0 . . . . .  Hl°]r:  [to, T] x R t+' x i 7~R t+l 
CO(u) = [E~O(u)  . . . . .  El'~(u)]T: [to, T)--, R '+', 
are defined in the following manner: 
d 
n~°(t, x, u) =dt  u It, r, (t)] (400) 
1 
H~°(t, x, u) = ~°(t)  -~  (x~- xi_,) 
1 1 2 
d 
Hl~'(t, x, u) = -gt u [t, ~,(t) + ~,(t)l, (4O3 
for any (t, x, u) e [to, T] x R l÷ 1 x V, moreover 
e[O(t)=EIO(t)=O to<<.t <~ T, 
and 
¢~°(u)(t) = g~l)(t) +f{t ,  s~°(t), us[t, s~°(t)], uss[t, s~°(t)]} - H~O[t, at°(t, u), u], (41) 
for any fixed u e V when i = 1, l - 1 and t ~ [to, T]. 
i = l , l - -1 ,  (40i) 
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Ignoring the term ~(0 in equation (39), we get the line approximation equations 
1 
kCO(t) = H(“[t , x(‘)(t) U] 9 , to < t < T, 
x(O(t,) = a(‘)(to, u) 9 12 2 9 
the solution xc0 of which will be used to approximate the solution u of equation (36) 
Theorem 3. I 
Suppose that 
(i) f: T x R3 + R is a continuous function and it possesses continuous derivatives 
f,,(t, s, uI, u2, u3) and f.,(t, s ui, u2, u3) which are nonpositive and nonnegative, 
respectively, moreover 
(ii) y,, y : [to, T] --) R are continuously differentiable, r(t) > 0, t E [to, T] and 
l;l(t)+j(t)~inf(--f,z(t,s,ul,u2,u3):y,(t)~s~y(t)+y,(t), (ui,u2,ug)~R3). 
(44) 
Then, for any solution u E V of equation (36) the following holds: 
(42) 
I[ u 
x exp[m,(u)(t - to)] +O, I + 00, uniformly on [to, T], (45) 
where x(‘)(u) = [X&~(U), . . . , xj”(u)lT is a solution of equation (42), c(‘)(u) is given in equation (41) 
and m, = m,(u) > 0 is a constant. 
Proof. To prove the theorem it suffices to show that the hypotheses of Proposition 2.1 
are satisfied when the functions a(‘): [to, T] x Y+R’+‘, H(O: [to, T] x R’+’ x V-+R’+’ and 
@u): [to, T] -+ R’+’ are defined by equations (37), (40) and (41), respectively, and N, = I+ 1. 
First we consider the function E(‘)(U). Since fu2 and f,, are continuous functions, for any bounded 
B c i; x R3 there exists a constant KB 2 0 such that for any (t, s, u), (t, s, ii) E F x R3, 
If (t, ~3 U) -f (t, 3, ii) I G Ks(f, S) ,zy3 I ui - 41. , . 
On the other hand, there is a bounded set B, c T x R3 such that [t, s, u(t, s), u,(t, s), u,(t, s)] 
and 
( 
t, SW), uk #+)I, --$ {a, 4%)1- UP, d’l,(01), 
(u[t, s;‘!,(t)] - 2u[t, syyt)] + u(t, sy! ,)) 
( >) 
-$) * 
belong to B,,, for any i = 1, I - 1. But this yields 
I #(u)(t) I G Max 
( 
I U,[G s?(t)1 - & {u [t, sl”(t)l - u [t, sl?, ON}, I u,,[t, s%t)l 
-- 
( ) 
y fi, 2{~[t, sl? , (tll - 24 k #W)l + u it, sl’l ,(Ol}), (46) 
here 
K(u)=,~~~~{I*j,(t)I+lj~(~)l}+K~~. 
0 
Since u is twice continuously differentiable in s, it follows from inequality (46) that 
max (do(u)(t) I = max max ] #)(u)(t) I 40, as I + + co. 
G)G’LT t~~t<TO~i~l 
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Thus, we have got that in equation (39), ~C°(u) and a <0 satisfy the hypotheses of  Proposit ion 2.1, 
if H <~ satisfies them, too. 
To show that H <~ satisfies the hypotheses of  Proposit ion 2.1, we construct a matrix valued 
function 
A f0 = (a~°): [to, T] x R l+l x R l+I --+R ¢I+ °x<t+ °, 
satisfying inequality (13) and condition (H.3) in Proposition 2.1. 
Since f,: and f,3 are continuous functions, we have 
f (t, s, u,, u2, u3) -- f (t, s, el, v2, v3) = f (t, s, u,, u2, u3) -- f (t, s, el, u2, u3) 
+ s, vl, r, u3) d~ + s, el, v2, z) dr = ~(t, s, u2, u3, el, v2)(u2 - v2) 
+ fl(t, s, u3, el, v2, v3) (u3 - v3) +f( t ,  s, ul, u:, u3) - f ( t ,  s, el, u2, u3), (47) 
where 
1 foi2fjt, s, el, r, u3) dr ~< 0 (48) 0~(t, S, I/2, U3, UI, U2) = /'/2 - - U2 
and 
s, u3, el, v2, v3) 1 I '3L , ( t ,  (t, = s, el, v2, r )  d r /> 0, (49) 
/'/3 -- /)3 
are continuous functions of their independent variables. Of  court, in the cases u2 = v2 and u3 = v3 
the ~ and fl mean the suitable values off. 2 and f.3' respectively. 
Let us define ci, d;~ R N, (i = 1,1 - 1) by 
eT=(0  ° . . . . .  --1 i- I ' ,  1,0 . . . . .  0'), dT=(0  ° . . . . .  1 i-1, - -2 j, I ~+1 . . . . .  01). 
Then we can rewrite H~ ° in the following form: 
[ ' 1 eT x+f  t , s~Of t ) ,x , , -~¢Tx ,  y-~ H[O(t, x, u) = i!O(t) ~-~ dTx , (i = 1, 1 -- 1), 
and expressions (43) and (47) yield 
] H<°(t, x, u) - H<°(t, y, u) - d¢°(t ,  x, y ) (x  - y)] ~< m (t, x ) ]x  - y I, (50) 
where A c0 = [a~)): [to, T] x R (1+ 1) x R ¢1+ o _~ R~t+ i) ~ (t+ ~) is defined so that a~ = a~O = 0, j  = 0~,  and 
Lra¢~o, a (t)~ , • • • , a}P] T = -~  [~}t)(t) +~,IeT + ~,d~, i = 1, l - l, 
where 
1 1 2 1 
and 
1 2 1 l 2 fl,=fl,[t,s,(7~) d~x,Y~,-~e'Y,(-y-~) d'Y]<~O. 
In inequality (50), m (t, x) is defined by 
m(t ,x )= max KF Ix ,  I l cT I / 1 \21dTx l ]  '
and thus it is evident that 
m[t, aet)(t, u)] <~ml(u), to<~ t <~ T, (51) 
where ml(u)> 0 is a constant. 
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Using inequalities (44) and (48), it is easy to verify that 
• i .  
.~t>(t) + ~, = yt(t) + )y(t)  + 0t i ~< 0 
and thus it follows from inequality (49) that 
/ / 
#[ Act)] =a~ °+ E la~J)l =a~ )+ ~ a~<~O, i=O,l. 
j=O j=0  
j#i j~i 
This, together with inequalities (50) and (51) means that all hypotheses of Proposition 2.1 are 
satisfied with 2 = 0 in inequality (15). Thus, by Proposition 2.1, we obtain inequality (45) and the 
proof of theorem is finished. 
Corollary 3.1 
If the conditions of Theorem 3.1 are satisfied and u e V is a solution such that u,,, is continuous, 
then 
ult, 7~(t)+i~-~]--x}°(u)(t) ~<m2(u) / ( t - - t0 ) 'exp[m,(u) ( t - - t0 ) ] ,  to<<.t<~T, (52) 
where m2(u)> 0 is a given constant and 
?M= max y(t). 
to <~ t ~ T 
Proof. Since u~, is continuous, from inequality (46) we have 
I~°(u)(t)p<<.m2(u)~, to<~t<~T, l>.2. 
with a suitable constant m2(u) i> 0. But in this case inequality (52) follows from inequality (45) and 
the proof is complete• 
Now, we define the generalized solutions of equation (36) in the following way: a function 
u : r --* R is called a generalized solution of equation (36) if 
d d 
u~, dt u[t, yl(t)] and ~ u[t, yl(t)+y(t)] 
exist and there is a sequence of solutions Uk e V, (k = 1, 2 . . . .  ) such that 
I ~,,)+~<t) dUg ~u s) ds ~ luk[t,y~(t)]-u[t,r~(t)]l+ - - ( t , s ) -  (t, O, k--+oo, (53) 
uniformly on [to, T] and 
{Uk[/, '~l(t)] -- U [t, ]/1(/)]} dt 
+for[  d ),(t)]} -~t{uk[t, yl(t)+~(t)]--u[t, yl(t)+ dt-~0, k - -+oo .  (54) 
The family of the generalized solutions of equation (36) is denoted by ft. 
Remark 3.1 
From expression (53), we have 
max luk(t, s) -- u(t, s)l ~< [uk[t, yl(t)] -- U [t, Yl(t)] t 
s 
['I(t) + '(t) Ouu~" U,$'OUk I + -~(t,s)---~-£(t,s)ds--~O, ask- - *+oo,  (55) 
• ,1 Yl(t) I 
uniformly on [to, T]. 
Using this remark and Proposition 2.1, we can prove Theorem 3.2. 
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Theorem 3.2 
Suppose that f :  _r x R 3__)R is a continuous function and it possesses continuous derivatives fu2 
and fu3 which are nonpositive and nonnegative functions, respectively, and 
If(t, s, ut, us, u3) - f ( t ,  s, ul, u2, u3)l ~< K lul - ~ I, (56) 
for any (t, s, ul, u2, u3), (t, s, Ul, u2, u3) e F x R 3, where K > 0 is a given constant. If),, ~: [to, T] ~ R 
satisfy condition (ii) of Theorem 3.1, then for any generalized solution u e V. 
maxlu l t , ) '~(t )+iT( -~t , ) ] -x~°(u) ( t )  ~0,  as l~+oo,  (57) 
O<~i<<.l I l  l l  
uniformly on [to, T]. 
Proof. Maintaining all denotations used in the proof of Theorem 2.1 and defining 
p(O E R (t+ t) × (t+ l) by the identity matrix It+ j ~ R (t+ ~) × (~+ 1), we obtain from inequality (55) 
sup le(°a(°(t, Uk) -- P(°a(°(t, u) l = sup [ a(°(t, Uk) -- a(0(t, u)l 
t ;~t  0
=supt.>,0 o , , , ,max lu~I t ' ) " ( t )+ iL~l -u l t ' ) ' l ( t )+ i~] l - - '0 '  as k - -  +oo. 
uniformly on [to, T]. But this means that (H.4) in Proposition 2.2 is satisfied. 
From conditions (37) and (50) we have 
I H(°(t, x, u) - H(O(t, y, u) - A(°(t, x, y)(x - Y) I ~< K lx - Yl, (58) 
for any (x, u), (y, u)~ R t+l x V, since now K is independent of x and y. 
On the other hand, we have Hl°(t, x, u )= H~°(t, x, v), 
d {u[t, 7,(t)] -- v [t, )'l(t)]} H(oO(t, x, u) - -  H~°(t, x, v) =-~t 
and 
d 
H(O(t, x, u) -- H (0 (t, x, v) = dt {u[t, )'~(t) + )' (t)] - v [t, )'l(t) + )' (t)]} 
for any u, v ~ V. Thus, 
IH (° ( t ,x ,u ) -H(° ( t ,x ,v ) l  <~ rl(t,u,v), 
where 
(59) 
I d {u[t,)'l(t)]-- v[t, y.(t)]} +[ d )l (t, u,v) = -dt -dt {u[t' 7'(t) + )'(t)] - v[t' y'(t) + )' (t)]} o 
1 
Hence, using inequalities (58) and (59), 
I H(°(t,x, u) - H(O(t, y, v) - A(O(t, x, y)(x - y) l ~<KIx -y l  + ~ (t, u, v), 
for any (t, x, u), (t, y, v) e [to, T] × R ~+ ~ × ~. 
After this, it is very easy to verify that conditions of Proposition 2.2 are satisfied, since 
f t ;q(t ,  uk, u )dt~O,  ask - - *+oo,  
if u e V and {u~}~= 1 c V are such that expressions (53) and (54) hold. 
Thus, the stated result follows, by Proposition 2.2. 
Remark 3.2 
In the practice, we can apply Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.2 only the initial condition 
x(°(u)(to) = a(°(t0, u) as well as u [t, )'l(t)] and u [t, ~'l(t)+ 7(t)] are known in system (42) which is 
equivalent to know the initial condition and the boundary conditions for the original partial 
equation (36). 
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Remark 3.3 
Consider a function f :  r × R 3 ---, R of the form 
f (t, s, ul, u2, U3)  = - -  0~1 (t, S, u,) u2 + ~2 (t, S, ul ) u3 + g (t, s, U 1 ) ,  
where ~,  ~2, g : r x R --, R are continuous functions uch that 
~l(t,s, ul)>~O,~2(t,S, Ul)>>-O, (t,S, Ul)eF × R 
and 
(60) 
is solution of 
1 Yc~ t)= {s!°(t) - ~, [t, s~°(t), x~t)]} [x~ t) - x[°_, ] 
~(t )  
+ ~2[t,s~O(t), "<OH'<O --2x~O+ "Ct) l+g[t,s~O(t),x~O], to<~ t <<. T, "~t l t~ i+ 1 "~" i -  I J 
x,Ofto)=UEto,~,,(to)+i~-~], i=l,l-1. (63, 
Remark 3.4 
In this corollary the positivity of ~ is an important condition. To show this we consider the 
simple case 
r~(t)-0, r(t)-=l>0, ~(t ,x ,u~)f f i - - - l<O and ot2(t,s,u,)-O 
that is we consider the equation 
vt(t, s) = v,(t, s), (t, s) e [0, T] × [0, 1], (64) 
where T > 1. 
and 
x~0(u) = [xlO (u ), . . . , x<° (u )y  
Ig(t,s, u l ) - -g( t ,s ,  fi,)l <<.Klul--fill, (t,s, ul),(t,s, f i l )~r  x R. 
I~i(t,s, ul)--~i(t,s,~l) l  <<.Klul--u~l, i=1 ,2 .  
Then the function f in  equation (60) satisfies the conditions of Theorem 3.1 and 3.2, moreover 
equation (36) is equivalent to 
u,=-~l ( t , s ,u )us+~2(t , s ,u )u~+g(t , s ,u ) ,  ( t s )~F,  (61) 
where 
F = {(t,s): t0~< t ~< T, yt(t ) <s  < Yl(t) + ~'(t)}. 
Thus we are able to apply Theorem 3.1 and 3.2 to the case of Corollary 3.1. 
Corollary 3.2 
I f ( :  F x R3---~ R is given as in Remark 3.3 and ~t, ~ : [to, T] x R are continuously differentiable, 
y(t) > 0, t e [to, T] and 
~l(t)+ ~(t)<~l(t ,s ,  ul), (t,S, Ul)eF X R, (62) 
then for any solution or generalized solution u of equation (61), we have 
max[u[ t ,~, ( t )+ iY(~t l ) ] -x !° (u) ( t   -+0, t - - ,+~,  
O~i~l  
uniformly on [to, T], where 
x[O(u)(t) = u [t, T,(t)], 
xlt)(u)(t) = u [t, yl(t) + r(t)], t o ~< t ~< T, 
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It is evident that 
v (t, s) = ~ (t + s), (t, s) E [0, T] x [0, 1], 
is a continuously differentiable solution of equation (64) on [0, T] x [0, 1] if ~b ~ C~([O, T + 1], R), 
and the approximate initial-value problem is 
"~0( t )  = t" [x}°(t) -- x!°_l (t)], 0 ~< t ~< T, 
x~°(0)=v 0, =qb , i= l , l ,  
where x~°(t) = ok(t), 0 <~ t <~ T. 
Let us define the function ~b ~ C~([0, T + 1], R) so that 
~b(u)=l,  0~<u~<l and ck(u)<<.cu, l<<.u<~T, 
where 0 < c < 1 is a given constant. 
Then 
x~O(t)=l, 0~<t~<l, and x~°(0)=l, ( i=l , l ) .  
Thus, problem (65) implies that 
x l° ( t ) - l ,  0~<t~<l, i= l , l ,  
and 
(65) 
I 
t 
x~O(t) = exp[l(t -- 1)] -- I exp(lt) exp(--lu)xo(u) du, 1 ~ t <<. T. 
j i  
From this, 
f,' x~°(t) >1 exp[/(t - 1)] - exp(lt)Ic exp( - lu)u  du 
: oxp,,,t _,(, _+ + ~)l + it (t + ~/1. l .~ t.~ ~ 
Now, we investigate the error of approximation 
( / )  ( ' )  - 6~(t)= x!O(t)--v t,- l = x~O(t)--qb t +-i ' O<<. t ~ T, i=  l,l. 
From the above results, we get 
i ( ' )  i 
61°(t)=O, O<.t<. l - - -  1, 6}°(t)>~l--c t+~ , 1 - - )<t~l ,  
and for any t e (1, T], 
This means that the solutions of problem (65) do not approximate the solutions of equation (64). 
The reason for this fact is that we used right side differences to approximate the derivative vs. 
If we use the l.h.s, differences, we get 
~) t,i =~ v t , ( i+ l )  -v  t,i +E~°(u)(t), to<~t<~T, 
for any i = O, l - 1, and ignoring E~O(u), this implies the line equations 
I 
P}°(t) = ~ [Y}2,(t) -YI°(t)], to ~< t ~< T, 
Ly,°(to) V(to,~),  i= l , l -1 ,  (66) 
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where 
ylO(t)=-v(t, 7) to<~t <<.T. 
But after this, we can apply the idea which was used in the proof of Theorem 3.1, to get 
v(t, iT-;~--y~O(v)(t) --0, l--++oo, (67) max max 
O<<.i~l to<~t<<.T \ l /  
where v is solution of equation (64) and y(°(v) = [y~t)(v) . . . . .  yl°(v)] T is solution of equation (66). 
Following another way it is very simple to verify equation (64) that u(t,s)= v( t , - s )  is a 
solution of 
ut(t,s)=-us(t,s),  to<~t~T, -7...<s-..<0, 
and we can apply Corollary 3.1 to prove expression (67). 
On the other hand, we are able to prove expression (67) basing on the proof of Theorem 3.1 
and 3.2, too. 
Now, we consider the equation 
u,(t, s) = ~ (s)us(t, s) +f  [t, s, u (t, s)], (t, s) ~ F, (68) 
where F=[ t0 ,  T ]×(0 ,7]  and ~:F~R, f : r  ×R- -*R  are continuous functions. Let 
a+ =max{0, a},a_ =max{0, -a}  for any real number a. Using this notation we define the 
function x(°(u) = [x[O(u) . . . . .  x(I)(u)] T (/i> 2) so that 
x(o°(u)(t) = u(t, O) and xl°(u)(t) = u(t, 7), to <<. t <~ T, (69) 
moreover [xt°(u) . . . . .  xl ° _ l(u)] T is solution of following initial value problem 
i g(t)_~ { iT ) l rx (n  _x(Ol_ ~ l ]+f i t ,  i i - -+ 7 ~[  i+' i l - ( i~)~- - [x ' t ) - -x '  0-, ~,x' t)] 
,70, 
We remark that [xl ~ (u) . . . . .  x}~_ t (u)lT is independent of u (t, 0) and u (t,),) if e_ (7/l) = 0 and 
e+ [(l - 1)(7/1)] = 0 respectively, for some 1 f> 1. 
Concluding this section we state a result which can be proved analogously to Theorems 3.1 
and 3.2. 
Theorem 3.3 
Suppose ~ e C([0, 7], R) and f e C([t0, T] x [0, 7] x R, R), ~(0)~(7) > 0, moreover 
I f ( t , s ,u) - f ( t , s ,v ) l  <<.L lu -v  l, 
for any (t, s, u), (t, s, v) e [to, T] x [0, 7] x R, where L > 0 is a constant. Then for any solution 
u : [to, T] x [0, 7] ~ R of equation (68) we have 
u(t , i~- -x( t ' ° (u) ( t )  --0, l~+oo,  max 
O~i<~l k / :  
uniformly on [to, T] where [x (l' ~)(u) . . . . .  x(t,t-~)(u)] is solution of problem (70). 
x(I.°)(u)(t)=u(t,O) if ~(0)<0 and ~(r )<0 
and 
x(t,O(u)(t)=u(t, 7) if ~(0)>0 and ~(y)>0.  
4. METHOD OF LINES FOR A F IRST ORDER DIFFERENTIAL  SYSTEM 
WITH FUNCTIONAL R IGHT SIDE 
In this section we investigate a first order differential system which contains both first order 
partial and ordinary differential equations, moreover the r.h.s, of this sytem contains a functional 
of the solution. 
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Systems of this kind are interesting for example in the modeling of some biological 
processes [6, 8]. 
Following the technique of the proof of Theorem 3.1 we can prove two approximation theorems 
which are significant generalizations of some known results (see for example Ref. [1]), one of them 
gives an answer to a problem raised in Ref. [6]. Here, similarly as before, the norm of a vector 
x = (x~ . . . . .  x,) r e R" is defined by 
Ixl-- max Ixil and IAI-- max ~ la;jl for any A =(aij)eR "~". 
I<~i<~n I<~i~nj= 1
Consider the following differential equations: 
ut(t, s)  = f[t, s, u, us(t, s), v(t)], (t, s) ~ F, (71) 
and 
~(t) = g [t, u, v(t)], to ~< t ~< T. (72) 
In this system--which contains a partial and an ordinary differential subsystem, too--the set F 
is defined by 
r={(t,s):to<~t<~T, 0 ~s  ~<~,(t)}, 
and 
7 : [to, T] --} R+, f:  I" x C (F, R hI) × R n' × R"2 ~ R",, g: [to, T] x C (F, R"' ) x R"t ~R"2, 
where n~, n2 are given integer, n = n~ + n2. 
Definition 4.1 
Any function w(t, s) = [u(t, s), v(t)] r is said to be a solution of equations (71) and (72) if the 
function u belongs to C(F, R) and it possesses continuous partial derivatives u, and us on F, 
v = C~(F, R"2), moreover u and v satisfy equations (71) and (72), respectively, on [to, T]. The 
collection of these solutions is denoted by V and it is assumed that V is not empty. 
Any function w(t, s) = [u(t, s), v(t)] r is said to be a generalized solution of equations (71) and 
(72) if there exists a series of solution Wk(t, S) = [Uk(t, S), vk(t)] T e V such that 
sup Iw(t,s)--Wk(t,s)l+ [tik(t,O)--u(t,O)[dt~O, i f k~+oo.  (73) 
(t,s)~l" do 
In our investigations, we will use the families of functions {et, j }~=0 (/i> 1), which are defined in 
the following manner: 
e" j ( t 's )=f  l'o, s~I(J-1)~(~--~)'J~t---~)l'otherwise, 
for any j = 1, l and 
f l ,  s =0, 
et, o ( t , s )= 
O, O<<.s<<.~(t), 
for any (t, s) e F and l t> 1. f~t denotes the function set I '  ~t= u= ~ ejet, j: ejs R"., 
j=l 
and 
n= (0 n,) u c ( r ,R . , ) , ,  
moreover the norm of u E f~ is defined by 
II u II r = sup_ l u(t, s)l. 
(t,s)~r 
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Using these notations, we give the assumptions which we will use to treat our system (71)-(72) 
(A.1) f=( f~ . . . . .  f"~)EC(r  x fl x R ~, x R%R"t) 
and 
I f ' ( t ,s ,u ,p,v) - f~(t ,s ,  fi P,¢)I ~<Lmax{ l lu - f i t l r ,  lV -¢ l} ,  
for any (t, s, u, 8, v), (t, s, fi, ~, ¢) ~ F x t2 x R ~, x R":, such that p~ = p~, where L > 0 is given 
constant; 
(A.2) f~(t, s, u, p, v) possesses continuous derivative f~, (p~ is the ith component of p), and 
~(t )<~- f~[ t ,  cT(t),u,p,v], i= l ,  nl, (t,u,p,v)~[to, T lx f lxR"~xR"~,  (74) 
for any c ~[0, 1] where ~ ~ C~([to, T], R+) is such that 
y(t) > 0, to<<.t~T; 
(A.3) g: F × fl x R"~-)R"~ is continuous and 
Ig(t, s, u, v) - g(t, s, fi, ~)1 ~ M'max{ I lu- ~11 r , l v -  ~71}, 
for any (t ,s,u,v),  (t,s,f~,¢)~l" x fl × R"~. 
Now, let us consider a solution w = (u, v) of system (71)-(72) belonging to V. Define 
a (0 = [a(t'°),..., a (t't+ 1)]T: [t0, T] x V--+ R ut [Nt = (l + 1)n)+ n2, (1 >i 1)], 
as follows: 
and 
a(t'°(t,w)=u(t,i~-(~ )-), O~i~l ,  to<~t<~T, (75) 
a(t't+J)(t, w)= v(t), to <<. t <<. T. 
Then proceeding as in Section 3, we arrive at the following: 
/t(t)(t, w) = H(0[t, a(°(t, w), w] + E")(w)(t), to ~< t ~< T, l >/1, 
where the functions 
H (t) = [H(l'°),... ,H(t'l+l)]: [to, T] x R u, .-*R Nt and 
are defined by 
(76) 
(77) 
E(0 = (E(l.o) . . . . .  ~(t.t+ t)): [to, T] ~ R u' 
• l 
H(t'J)(t, x, w) =j ~t)  y(t) 
H(t'°)(t, x, w) = zi(t, 0), (78) 
{ ~-~ ~ l [xJ--x(J- ')],xU+')} (79) - -  [xU)- -x( J - l ) ]+f t, j  ~x(°et.,, 
and 
H (t't+ I)(t, x, w) = g x(Oel.i ' x(l+ t) , (80) 
for any t ~ [to, T], x -- [x (°), x °) . . . .  , x C~+ ~)] e R Nt and w ~ ~, moreover c(~'°)(w)(t) = 0, to ~< t ~ T, 
~(t~j)w(t)=u*[t~j~-~]j~(-~t~)+fIt~j~(~t~)~u~u~[t~j~(-~t~)]~v(t)~-H(t~j)[t~a(t)(t~w)~w]~ j= ITI, 
(81) 
and 
(t.l+ I)(w)(t) = g[t, u, v(t)] -- I'I (t't+ l)[t, a(I)(t, w), w], to ~< t ~< T. (82) 
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I_.emma 4.1 
Suppose that conditions (A.1)-(A.3) hold. Then for any fixed solution (u, v)e V of system 
(71)-(72), we have 
It(ZJ)(w)(t)l~Mo(w)to(u,,l)+M,(W)l-*O, to<.t<.T, ( j=O, l+l) ,  l~+oo, (83) 
where M0(w)/> 0 and Ml(w)>I 0 are suitable w dependent constants, 
to(u,,l)=max{lu,(t, s2)-u,(t,s,)l:(t,s,),(t, s2)eI'ls2-s,l<~l} (84) 
I ~ I ~/~] [ max max~ln(t's)--u(t'J~(-~/))[ sup_ u(t ,s)- -  u t,j e~j(t,s) <~l~j~ 
(t,s)er j=O 
--i--<<.s<~j ~<l/u, llr --,0, l~+oo.  (86) 
Now, let L(w) = LB,. Then, using the definition of E ft, °(w)(t), it follows from inequalities (85) and 
(86) that 
I,"')(w)(t)l<~L(w)max{co(e,,~),lle, llrl},+omaXrjl~(--~f)lo~(u,,~) 
~<M0(w)c~ u,, +M,(w) , to<.t<~T, i=O,l, l>.l, 
where 
M0(w)=L(w)+ max I~(t)l and M,(w)=lla, llr'max{Z(w),M}. 
tomt i t  
However, conditions (A.3) and inequality (86) yield 
I#"+')(w)(t) l  <Mllu, llr~ ~<M,(w)/, to~t <. T, l<~ 1, 
and thus the required inequality (83) is valid. The proof of the lemma is complete. 
Remark 4.1 
If the solution (u, v) e S is such that 
lu~(t, sl)--u~(t, s2)l <.m(u)ls2--s,I, (t, si)eT', i = 1,2, (87) 
Here we used that 
and 
~,~= max ~(t) 
to,griT 
Proof. From conditions (A.1) and (AI2), we have that f(t, s, n, p, v) is Lipshitzian function in its 
variables u, p, v with a suitable constant LB on any bounded set B c f~ x R"~ x R"2. Moreover, if 
(u, v) e V is arbitrarily fixed, then 
[y-~{U(t,i~)--'U[t,(i--1)Y(-~tl)]}--U,[t,i~] [ 
"i 7(t 4 ' 
thus there exists a bounded set B. m fl × R", × R'2 such that [u(t, s), u,(t, s), v(t)] e Bw and 
{j.~o u( t, J ~ )et, j (t, s ), y-~ [u[ (t, i ~ ) - u[t, ( i -1 )~-~ ] ] ] ,  v(t)}e B w . 
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where re(u)1> 0 is some given constant, then inequalities (83) yields 
(N, j)  
~(w)(t) ~< [m(u).M0(w ) + M,(w)] Y/, t o ~< t ~< T, j = 0,----I + 1, (88) 
since in this case, we have 
('7) m us , - -  ~<m(u) , 1/>1. 
Now we prove the following convergence result. 
Theorem 4.1 
Assume that conditions (A.1)-(A.3) hold. Then for any generalized solution (u, v) of systems 
(71)-(72), 
max u[t,i~(t--~)]-x~'o(t)[-+O, 1~+oo,  (89) 
O<<.i<~l L t J  I 
and 
uniformly on [to, T], where 
is the solution of 
Iv(t)-x<t't+°(w)(t)l  ~0 ,  l~  +~,  (90) 
X (I) (W) = [X (/' O)(W) ..... X (l, I+ ')(w)]T 
x<O(t) = H~°(t, x<°(t), w), to ~< t ~< T, I >/1, (91) 
x~t'J)(to)=U to,j , ( J=o , / ) ,  
LX(I'I+I)(IO) /) (/0), l />  1, (92) 
where H ~° = 0Her.o) . . . . .  H~t.t+ o]T is defined by equations (78)-(80). 
Proof. To prove this theorem, it is enough to show that 
a~0 =[aet,°) . . . . .  a~t't+l)]T:[t0, T] x V--* Rut, [Nl=(l+ 1)(nl +n2)], 
defined by equations (75) and (76) and 
H ~0 = H <t'°) . . . .  , H~l't+ °]T: [to, T] x R~t ~R u,, 
defined by equations (78)-(80) satisfy the conditions of Proposition 2.2, since for any w = (u, v) E V, 
equation (77) holds where [E<n(w)(t)l~0, 1~ + oo uniformly on [to, T] (see Lemma 4.1)• 
From equations (75) and (76) and the definition of generalized solutions of equations (71) and 
(72), choosing p¢O = IN,, it is evident that condition (H.4) is satisfied. 
Thus, it remained to show that condition (H.5) is also satisfied for H <° defined by 
equations (78)-(80). 
For any 
X = [X (°), X 0), . . , ,  X (l+ 0], 
let us define A <J) = A~O(t, x, y) by 
On l
B(l, I) 
A (t) = 0.t 
On2 
y = [y<O), y<O . . . . .  y<l+ l)] ~ RNI 
0.t 0.~ . . .  0,, 0.1 0. 2" 
- -B  Ct'0 0.~ . . .  0.~ 0.~ 0. 2 
B "~) -B0 '~. . .  0.~ 0., 0. 2 
o., .• si., _B.o o.2 
0. 2 0.~ . . .  0.2 0. 2 0.~ 
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where 0., is the zero matrix in R ", ~"' (i = 1, 2) and the elements of  the diagonal matrix 
1 diag[bt~J)(t ' x '  y) , . .  h (l'j)(t x y)] B (l'y) = B(l'J)(t, x, y) = -~ ., ~,,,, , , , 
are defined by 
~<~'~)~t x y) x i -y~ k=o Oi l  t , ,  , = t ' J  ?--'-'- E x(k)el, k , [ X~' ) -X~j - I ) ] '  
l [x~)-xO-"l,x~'+"}dp+j~(~tl), ( i= l ,n , j= l , ' - - l ) ,  
. . . .  P . . . . .  ~(t) "' 
for any 
x=[x<O),xO) . . . . .  Xt~+~)]T, y=[y~O),y<t) . . . . .  y~I+~)]T~RN ~ (lt> 1). 
<o t x Then using inequality (74), we have that the elements a~y ( ,  , y) of  the matrix A¢O(t, x, y) are 
continuous functions. 
a~/°(t,x,y)~< 0, a~O(t, x, y) ~< 0, O<~i#j<~Nl  
and 
Nt 
#[A(Ol=a!~°(t ,x ,y)+ ~ la~j°(t,x,y)l =0, i=O,  Nt. 
j=o 
On the other hand, form the definition of A (t, x, y) and 
H<O = [H(i,o), H<~, ~) , . . . ,  H<l.t+ ~)]T, 
we have 
I H¢°(t, x, Wk) -- H~O(t, y, Wk) -- ACO(t, X, y)(x -- Y) I 
= max I H<t'°(t, x, Wk) -- H~l'i)(t, y, Wk) -- B¢t'~)(t, x, y)[x u) -- yq)] ], 
0~<i~<1+1 
for any 
But 
(93) 
x = [x ~°) . . . . .  X¢I+I)]T and y = [y<O),..., y<l+l)]T ~ RN,. 
I H<l'°)(t, x, wk) -- H<l'°)(t, y, w) - B~t'°)(t, x, y)(x ~°) - y~°)) I = I f~k(t, O) -- f~(t, 0) l, 
and from equations (79) and (73), we get 
i H<t, o (t, x, Wk) -- H 0, 0 (t, y, w) -- B <l. o (t, x, y)(x <° - y(O) l ~< L 
{ t+,.o Yu)]et'/ } xmax ~[x  U)-  , Ix°+l)--y°+l)[  ~< L [x -y l ,  j r 
for any 1 ~< i ~< 1, moreover condition (A.3) implies 
]H <l'l+ l)(t, x, Wk) -- H ~1't+ l)(t, y, w) -- B <l'l+ I)(t, x, y)(x ~t+ I ) -  y~t+ I))l <~ M 
( II 1+ I 1 
xmax~ j~o[Xt/'--yU']e,.j r'Jx('+l)--Y0+')J~ <Mlx -y l .  
Thus, from equation (93), we have 
I H ~° (t, x, Wk) -- H <° (t, y, w) -- A <0 (t, x, y) (x -- Y) l ~< max {L, M}. Ix - Y l t~k (t, 0) -- ti (t, 0) 1, (94) 
for any (t, x)(t, y) ~ [to, T] × R t~j, Wk = (Uk, Vk) ~ V, and w = (u, v) ~ V. If {Wk}~= z c V and w e V are 
such that expression (73) is satisfied and the function t/(t, Wk, W) is defined by 
(t, wk, w) = I t~k(t, 0) - t~(t, 0) 1, 
then 
~(t, Wk, W)dt= Iz ik ( t ,w) - -~i ( t ,O) ldt~O,  k~+m,  
0 
C.A.M.W,A. 15/6.-I$--P 
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thus using inequality (94) it is easy to verify that the hypothesis (H.5) of Proposition 2.2 is 
satisfied. 
Thus, all conditions of Proposition 2.2 are satisfied, that is, this proposition implies the required 
results (89) and (90). The proof of theorem is complete. 
Proposition 4. I 
If the conditions of Theorem 3.1 hold and the solution (u, v)~ V of problem (71)-(72) is such 
that equation (81) is satisfied, then 
max{ ult, i~-(-tl!l-x("i)(t)l,lv(t)-x(t"+')(t)[}<~Kr(W)l, to<<.t<~T, l>11, (95) 
where Kr(w) is a suitable w dependent constant. 
Proof. Using Remark 4.1 and the notations in the proof of Theorem 3.1 and Proposition 2.2 
implies inequality (95) directly. 
After this, we consider the equations (71) and (72) when 
ut(t, 0) = h[t, u, v(t)], to ~< t ~< T, (96) 
where 
(A.4) h: r × f~ × R'2~R n~ is continuous and 
Ih(t, s, u, v) - h(t, s, fi, ~)1 ~< Mt max { II u - i II r, Iv - ~ l} 
for any (t, s, u, v), (t, s, fi, ~) e r × f~ × R n2, where M~ >1 0 is a given constant. 
Any function w(t, s) = [u(t, s), v(t)] is said to be solution of equations (71), (72) and (96) if w 
is continuous on F and it possesses continuous derivatives wt, w, which satisfy equations (71), (72) 
and (96). 
Using the arguments of Lemma 4.1 and Theorem 4.1, we can prove the following theorem which 
is merely stated. 
Theorem 4.2 
Assume that conditions (A.1)-(A.4) hold. Then for any solution (u, v) of equations (71), (72) 
and (96), we have 
ult, i~(f)l-y(t'i)(t ) --+0, l~+m,  max 
O~t~l  L I ~ J 
and 
Iv(t)- -y' l+l)(t) l  ~0 ,  l~  +oo, 
uniformly on [to, T], where [y(~,0) . . . . .  y(t.t+ ~)]r is the solution of the ordinary differential equations 
~"°)(t)=hlt'~'Y~t'J)(t)el'J'Y(t't+')(t)l'j=o t°<<'t<<'T' 
• (t.O . ~(t) y(t.,- y (t) = ,  ~ [ytt'O(t)-- ')(t)] 
+f{t ' i~  ' ~y~tJ,(t)eeJ' l } - -  /=0 y -~ [y("i)(t) -- y~t.i-')(t)], y(t.t+ ~)(t) , i = 1,l, 
and 
YCt't+°(t) =glt, i ~ ,  j~o Yet'J)(t )et.j, Y(t't+ ~)(t) 1, 
with initial conditions 
and 
(i =0,  1) 
y(t.t+ l)(t0) = V(t0). 
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Finally, let us consider an application of Theorem 4.1 to a system which describes a biological 
model. 
Example 4.1 
For the mathematical description of the model of a capillary bed, Jacquez [6] used the equations 
f u,(t,s)--aus(t,s)+b[vl(t)--u(t,s)], O<<.t <~ T, O<<.s <<.L, 
Ol(t)=c[v2(t)--vl(t)l+d [u(t,s)--vl(t)lds, O<~t<~T, 
[. O2(t) = e[vl(t)- v2(t)], (97) 
where u and vj ( j  = 1, 2), are some concentrations in capillaries, interstitial and intercellular 
compartments, respectively. The given nonnegative constants a, b, c, d and e are constructed from 
certain parameters of capillary bed, and L is the length of the capillary. 
Using some biological reasoning Jacquez gave the following approximating ordinary differential 
equations: 
N 
zi~(t)  = -a  Z {uI~(t) ' -  u}~_,(t) + b i r th ( t )  - u I~(¢)]},  i = l ,  N,  
L u 
~l~(t) = c [v~( t )  - vim(t)] + d~.  ,__2 [ul~(t) - v~'~(t)l, 
t)~(t) = e [v/~(t) - v~(t) l ,  
with the initial conditions 
and 
( L) 
utU)(0)=u 0, z~ , ( i= I ,N) ,  
v}m(O) = vj(0), ( j  = 1, 2, N t> 1) 
uo(t) = u(t, O), O <<. t <<. T. 
Now, we give some answers for the questions about convergence which were raised by Jacquez: 
applying Theorem 4.1, we get 
max u(t, i N )  - Ull~(t)] --*O, N - -  +~,  
I~ I~N 
and 
max Ivj(t)-v)~°(t)l ~0, N ~ +co, 
l~j~2 
uniformly on [to, T] for any continuously differentiable solution (u, v~, v2) of equations (97). If uss 
is defined and bounded function on [0, T] x [0, L] then by Proposition 4.1, we have the following 
useful estimations: 
l<~i<~N, 
and 
L 
Ivj(t)-vJ~°(t)l <~Mu.v ~, j=  1,2, 
where Mu, v is a given constant belonging to the solution (u, vt, v2) of equations (66). 
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